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1. General information

2. Learning goals

3. Assessment (1st and 2nd call)

4. Methodology, learning tasks, syllabus and resources

4.1. Methodological overview

The methodology followed in this course is oriented towards the achievement of the learning objectives. A wide range of
teaching and learning tasks are implemented, such as lectures, practice sessions, reviews, visits, tutorials, and autonomous
work and study.
Lectures are given on the relationship between design and construction in leading architectural examples, or on topics
directly related to the exercise developed in practical classes.
Practical classes: development up to the scale of detail of architectural projects at construction level.

4.2. Learning tasks

This course is organized as follows:

1.  and problem-solving (large group).Lectures
2.  (intermediate group).Practice sessions
3.  to on-site building constructions, buildings or conferences.Visits
4. Scheduled tutorials.
5. Studying and individual work.
6. Performing tasks and projects individually and/or in small groups.
Total hours of student work: 150 hours (6 ECTS )
Theoretical credits: 37,5 hours (3 ECTS )
Practical credits: 112,5 hours (3 ECTS )

4.3. Syllabus

This course will address the following topics:
Lectures, 1 hour per week. The lessons, addressed to all students, will be based on issues related to the proposed exercise

 These classes are intended to illustrate and shape the eyes of the student.s.
Integrated reviews in the practice sessions, individualised on the work of each student. These criticisms will be conducted in



groups so that the student participates in the comments, not only about his/her own project, but also on the other
classmates? ones.
Reviews, following the tradition of the juries of the Anglo-Saxon schools, intermediate and final delivery of work involving
external teachers.
Possible visits to various construction sites to meet the construction processes understand its influence on the final image of
architecture.

4.4. Course planning and calendar

Lectures of 1 hour per week according to the School schedule.
Practice sessions of 3 hours per week according to the School schedule.
Further information concerning the timetable, classroom, office hours, assessment dates and other details regarding this
course will be provided on the first day of class or please refer to the College of Higher Engineering and Architecture (EINA)
website ( ) and Moodle.https://eina.unizar.es/


